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A novel rotating mask system has been designed and implemented on the DIII–D Phase Contrast
Imaging diagnostic to produce the first spatially localized PCI measurements of a tokamak plasma.
The localization technique makes use of the variation of the magnetic field component perpendicular
to the viewing chord as a function of chord height. This new capability provides measurements in
the range 2 < k < 30 cm−1, 10 kHz < f < 10 MHz, 0.7 < r/a < 1. This technique provides
a spatial resolution of 10 cm at k = 15 cm−1 and can realistically provide measurements at a
rate of 10 profiles/second. Calibration measurements show accurate characterization of the system
transfer function making feasible a time dependent analysis that results in improved localization.
Initial measurements show turbulence to peak near the plasma edge. This upgrade is part of a
broader program to operate the DIII–D PCI at wavenumbers up to 40 cm−1 to probe electron scale
turbulence in the plasma core.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Ra, 52.55.Fa, 52.70.-m

I. INTRODUCTION

Universally, tokamak experiments show particle and
energy transport that is large compared to that predicted
by collisional theories. This so-called anomalous trans-
port is generally thought to arise from turbulent pro-
cesses generated by microinstabilities [1]. Understanding
the fundamental physics that govern these instabilities
is a major focus of the international fusion community.
These instabilities include drift-wave turbulence, the Ion
Temperature Gradient (ITG) mode (k⊥ρsi ∼ 0.1), the
Trapped Electron Mode (TEM) (k⊥ρsi . 1), and the
Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG) mode (k⊥ρsi >
1). Here k⊥ is the component of the fluctuating wavevec-
tor perpendicular to the local magnetic field, ρsi = cs/ωci

is the ion sound gyro-radius and cs is the plasma sound
speed. Simulations and measurements of long wavelength
(ITG/TEM) turbulence generally agree that these modes
drive ion thermal and particle transport [2, 3]. How-
ever, there is still controversy over the importance of
short wavelength (ETG) modes [4]. Some simulations
of short wavelength turbulence show substantial electron
thermal transport due to ETG modes while other sim-
ulations show essentially none. The simulations differ
in computational technique (e.g. fluid vs. particle in
cell) as well as physics effects included (e.g. adiabatic
ions vs. kinetic ions) [5]. These electron scale simula-
tions are computationally expensive and are in various
stages of maturity; however, none have been rigorously
compared to experimental measurements. Confinement
losses through the electron channel will be especially im-
portant in reactor-relevant plasmas due to strong ther-
mal coupling between electrons and ions, and because
fusion energy will be transferred from fast alpha parti-
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cles to electrons. Understanding and subsequently con-
trolling electron transport is therefore a major thrust in
tokamak physics. The upgraded PCI is a complemen-
tary diagnostic to the DIII–D set of high-k measurements
[6–8]. While the microwave scattering diagnostics pro-
vide single wavenumber measurements in three regions
k = 0 − 2 cm−1, 7 − 12 cm−1, 35 − 40 cm−1, the PCI
provides continuous measurements over the wavenumber
region k = 2− 30 cm−1. The work described in this arti-
cle is focused towards a comparison between experiment
and simulation of electron scale turbulence by describing
a technique to add localization capability to the DIII–
D Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI) diagnostic in the short
wavelength (high-k) regime.

When initially developed, the DIII–D PCI measured
density fluctuations in the outboard midplane region near
the last closed flux surface (LCFS) [9]. The beam path
was moved to the current Phase I geometry to cover the
region r/a > 0.7 as shown in Fig. 1. Measurements were
integrated along the beam chord and no spatial resolu-
tion was available. In these configurations, the PCI was
responsible for making the first time-resolved measure-
ments of correlation length and decorrelation time across
the L-mode to H-mode transition [10, 11]. The differ-
ences between type I and type III ELMs were studied
initially in DIII–D by the PCI system [12], and the time
resolution was improved with wavelet analysis [13]. The
PCI measurements suggesting zonal flows [14] were cited
as early evidence for this phenomenon [15]. The PCI
was the first diagnostic to measure the density fluctua-
tion component of the Edge Harmonic Oscillation (EHO)
coincident with the Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode) [16].

This article describes a new capability of the DIII–
D PCI that takes advantage of the vertical variation
of radial magnetic field to make localized measurements
along the PCI chord. With this localization technique,
the DIII–D PCI is now able to simultaneously measure
density turbulence amplitude as a function of frequency,
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FIG. 1: (Color online), DIII-D PCI system overview with
beam path in Phase I geometry (solid line) and future Phase II
(dashed line) PCI chord geometry. Cylindrical focusing optics
not shown for clarity. Upgraded amplifiers/filters condition
the raw data and fibre optic links send data to the DIII-D
Annex where it is digitized.

wavenumber, and plasma location. This level of detailed
measurement will allow rigorous comparison with turbu-
lence simulations.

The remaining parts of this article are arranged as
follows: Section II provides an understanding of the
PCI measurement and localization technique, Sec. III de-
scribes the PCI hardware and optical system, Sec. IV de-
scribes laboratory and plasma tests of the masking sys-
tem, and finally Sec. V provides a summary.

II. DIAGNOSTIC PRINCIPLE

A. Phase Contrast Technique

Phase Contrast Imaging (PCI), first applied on the
TCA Tokamak [17], is a form of internal reference beam
interferometry that measures phase variations in the in-
cident laser that are introduced by the probed medium.
Unlike in traditional interferometry, the reference beam
does not traverse a separate leg. In PCI, the incident
laser is chosen of suitable wavelength so that the scatter-
ing is far forward or equivalently Raman-Nath. In such a
small-angle scattering regime, if the phase object fluctu-
ation is small then its effect on the incident beam can be

expressed in terms of scattered and unscattered beams.
The entire beam is sent through the plasma; the reference
is the component of the beam unscattered by the fluctu-
ating media while the signal beam is generated through
the interaction of the incident laser and the fluctuating
plasma. The unscattered reference beam is then phase
shifted 90◦. Finally, the signal and reference beams are
combined through imaging optics and interfered on the
detector. With this technique, variations in the index
of refraction of the probed medium are then converted
to intensity variations at the imaging plane. Figure 2
depicts the phase contrast technique.

To describe the PCI process mathematically, note that
while the index of refraction of a magnetized plasma
is generally anisotropic, for a tokamak plasma at in-
frared frequencies it is simply N = (1 − ω2

pe/ω2)1/2 '

1 − ω2
pe/2ω2, where ωpe = (nee

2/ε0me)
1/2 is the plasma

frequency and ω is the frequency of the incident laser.
Using the definition of the plasma frequency, the phase
shift acquired by the incident laser can then be written
[9, 18]

Φ̃(x⊥, t) ' reλ0

∫

dz′ne(x
′, t), (1)

where λ0 is the probe laser wavelength, re is the clas-
sical electron radius, ne is the plasma electron density,
and the integral is taken along the beam’s direction of
propagation. Because PCI measures the relative phase
between the scattered and unscattered radiation, the ab-
solute phase can be neglected and we can ignore the phase
shift from propagation through the system and the back-
ground plasma density. The incident wavenumber (k0)
is chosen to produce far-forward scattering (k0 � k)
where k is the wavenumber of plasma fluctuation. In-
tegration along the PCI beam implies that the incident
beam is only affected by plasma fluctuations that propa-
gate nearly perpendicular to the incident beam. Taking
this density fluctuation to be a single Fourier mode with
wavenumber k in the plasma, the acquired phase shift
can be expressed as Φ̃ = ξ cos(kx) where the x-direction
is perpendicular to incident beam. The phase shift is
small (ξ � 1) and the resulting field in the plasma (ob-
ject plane) can then be seen to consist of a sum of the
reference and scattered components,

Eplasma
1 = E0e

iΦ̃ ' E0[1 + iξ cos(kx)]. (2)

The reference and scattered beams are focused with an
off-axis parabolic mirror that spatially separates the scat-
tered from the reference beam in the mirror’s focal plane
as shown in Fig. 2. The reference beam is then given
an extra π/2 phase shift by centering it on the λ/8 deep
groove of the phase plate; thus it traverses a longer path
to acquire the prescribed phase shift. When interfered at
the detector (image plane), the resulting field is then of
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the form

Edetector
2 = E0[i + iξ cos(kx)], (3)

and the spatially varying component of the imaged inten-
sity is then directly proportional to the original density
variation in the plasma

Idetector
2 ' E2

0 [1 + 2ξ cos(kx)]. (4)

In practice, this intensity profile is sampled in space by a
linear array of detector elements. The detector elements
thus measure line integrated density fluctuations across
the PCI chord; this data can be Fourier analyzed to pro-
vide spectral measurements of fluctuations propagating
perpendicular to the viewing chord.

If the incident laser follows well governed Gaussian op-
tics then the focus spot size and beam separation are (see
Fig. 2)

w0 =
2f

k0w
and ∆ =

kf

k0

, (5)

where f is the focal length of the parabolic mirror and w
is the beam radius in the plasma. The phase plate groove
width d is chosen to give an appropriate low-k cutoff,
kmin = dk0/2f . This prevents low-k spectral pollution
by wavenumbers that are unresolved due to the finite
length of the detector array.
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FIG. 2: (Color online), Schematic of PCI technique showing
π/2 phase shift introduced by reflecting the unscattered beam
off the phase plate groove. Distances and scattering angles not
to scale.

B. Localization

When a scattering diagnostic is used to diagnose
tokamak turbulence, we can exploit the magnetic geom-
etry to gain localized measurements along the viewing
chord [19]. This is possible because the component of the
magnetic field perpendicular to the viewing chord varies
as a function of chord height. As described in the previ-
ous section, PCI is only sensitive to fluctuations propa-
gating perpendicular to the viewing chord. For electro-
static tokamak turbulence such as ITG and ETG modes,
transport along field lines is large compared to cross-field
transport. This means that locally k⊥ � k|| and turbu-
lent fluctuations propagate nearly perpendicular to the
local magnetic field. These two constraints imply that
PCI measures scattering from fluctuations that propa-
gate perpendicular to both the viewing chord and the
local magnetic field. Therefore, fluctuations from differ-
ent plasma heights scatter at rotationally different angles
about the PCI chord (see Fig. 3). This angle is a projec-
tion of the magnetic pitch angle onto a plane perpendic-
ular to the PCI chord. This PCI chord-projected pitch
angle (α) is then given by

tan(α) =
B⊥(z)

Bφ(z)
, (6)

where B⊥ is the component of the poloidal magnetic field
perpendicular to the PCI chord and Bφ is the toroidal
magnetic field.

A component of the scattered radiation can be de-
scribed in terms of the wavenumber k of the plasma mode
and the height in the vessel z at which the scattering oc-
curs. By combining Eq. 5 with Eq. 6, it can be seen
that such a component is focused on the phase plate at
a location (∆(k), α(z)) in polar coordinates. This spa-
tial separation of focal spots can be utilized by rotating
a thin masking slit in the focal plane to selectively pass
scattering events from a given height.

It is useful to introduce a Figure of Merit (L) to es-
timate the effectiveness of a masking system for local-
ized measurements. The minimum achievable resolution
can be estimated by calculating the separation between
points in the plasma that map to distinguishable points
in the focal plane (e.g. are separated by at least the
diameter of the focused beam spot). The pitch angle
separating distinguishable points on the phase plate is
simply δα = 2w0/∆ = 4/kw and thus

L =
dz

dα
δα '

4Bφ

kw

(

dB⊥

dz

)−1

, (7)

where z is the distance along the PCI chord, and we
have assumed an optimal slit width and tokamak mag-
netic field geometry. It can immediately be seen that
PCI localization improves for higher k fluctuations. For
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FIG. 3: Diagram of magnetic field pitch angle, associated
plasma wavevector and scattered beams as a function of PCI
chord height. Blue beams represent scattering from fluctu-
ations at the bottom of the DIII-D PCI chord while green
beams represent scattering from fluctuations at the top of the
chord. Scattering angles not to scale.

a given plasma configuration, the only adjustment to the
PCI that improves localization is to increase the size of
the probe beam in the plasma. An optimum probe beam
diameter can be determined for the desired high k cutoff
given the various apertures in the optical path.

The figure of merit described above is a good approx-

imation of the localization capability of a PCI with a
static masking slit. It is the plasma chord length-scale at
which one can consider measurements separated by L (or
equivalently δα in the focal plane) as independent. How-
ever, when the masking slit is rotated in time, a more
rigorous analysis yields improved localization. A contin-
uous spectrum as a function of mask angle can be related
to the spectrum as a function of z as

S(z; k)

∣

∣

∣

∣

dz

dα

∣

∣

∣

∣

= S(α; k), (8)

Ŝ(α′; k) =

∫

S(z; k)

∣

∣

∣

∣

dz

dα

∣

∣

∣

∣

M(α′ − α; k)dα, (9)

where S(z; k) is the turbulence power per unit z in the
plasma chord, S(α; k) is the turbulence power per unit
pitch angle mapped to the focal plane, and |dz/dα| is the
chord mapping density. In practice, the mapping den-
sity tends to peak at the plasma chord edges resulting in
an artificial enhancement of edge turbulence. The mask
response function M is the rotating mask transfer func-
tion. The plasma fluctuation power spectra measured at
the detector array is given by Ŝ(α′; k), and α′ is the mask
slit angle. Note that the pitch angle α is limited in do-
main by tokamak magnetic geometry while α′ represents
the mask spin angle which is free to rotate through an
entire revolution.

With this framework, it can be seen that interpretation
of localized PCI measurements depends upon accurate
knowledge of plasma magnetic geometry and the mask
response function. The mask response M can be under-
stood as the system response to a single plane wave mode
in the plasma. In this formulation, it represents the ac-
tual response of the system, including all physical effects
such as diffraction of the beam through the narrow mask
slit. Details of the model and experimental verification
of M will be discussed further in Sec. IV A, however the
basic form is a peak at α = α′ falling to zero in both
directions with a width proportional to 1/k. Thus, the
contribution from a small region in z is broadened out
into a finite range in mask angle, limiting the resolution
of the reconstruction. Equivalently, the convolution in-
tegral in Eq. 9 can be expressed as a multiplication in
transform space, and thus the mask response function
can also be thought of as a form of low-pass filter. The
goal is then to deconvolve the measured spectra and map
to plasma chord coordinates, yielding a localized mea-
surement of turbulence power spectra. When interpret-
ing these results, we must note that localized PCI mea-
surements are not only spatially localized along the PCI
chord but also in k-space. This follows from the obser-
vation that the PCI measures fluctuations propagating
perpendicular to the chord (e.g. k⊥ has finite compo-
nents in both kr, kθ at the plasma edge but k⊥ = kr

where the chord is tangent to flux surfaces). It should
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be noted that this localization technique assumes turbu-
lence with correlation lengths that are small compared to
the localized chord segment L. In the range of wavenum-
bers of interest for high-k measurements, LC < 1 cm and
L > 5 cm. This insures that fluctuation spectral power
will add incoherently, which is a reasonable assumption
for high-k driftwave turbulence. It should be noted that
for longer wavelength fluctuations (where the localization
technique is not used) LC can become longer than 1 cm.

III. DIII–D EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. DIII–D Tokamak

DIII–D is a medium-size (R = 1.66 m, a = 0.67 m)
diverted tokamak with a carbon first wall. Auxiliary
heating is provided by neutral beams (Pinj < 16 MW),
ICRF (Psource < 6 MW), and ECH (Psource < 4 MW)
[20]. Typical ranges for plasma parameters are B0 =
1.5 − 2 T, Ip = 1 − 2 MA, n̄e = 1 − 5 × 1019 m−3,
Ti0 = 2 − 10 keV, Te0 = 1 − 4 keV. To estimate
the regime of high-k ETG modes on DIII–D we take
Te = 1 keV, Ln = LTe = a = 0.67 m, B0 = 1.5 T. Thus
vte = 1.3 × 107 m/s and ρe = 0.05 mm. The strongest
ETG growth is expected near k⊥ρe ∼ 0.2, which corre-
sponds to roughly k⊥ ∼ 40 cm−1 at Te = 1 keV, though
the parameters vary widely between different plasma dis-
charges. Modeling predicts a frequency for ETG modes
of f ' 0.2(k⊥ρe)vte/(2πLT ) [5]. This is about 100 kHz
near the peak growth, again assuming LT = a. However,
given that the high k spectrum peaks near the edge, LT

may be 0.1a or less, and the frequency would be 1 MHz
even without Doppler shift.

B. PCI Hardware

The DIII–D PCI uses a 20 W, 10.6 µm CO2 laser as
its probe beam, see Fig. 1. The reflective phase plate
consists of a ZnSe substrate with a gold reflective coat-
ing that has a groove of depth λ/8 cut through the plate
diameter. The majority of the PCI system is located on
an optics table in the machine hall. On this table, the
PCI beam is expanded to a diameter of 5 cm and is col-
limated. It then leaves the optics table and is steered
through the plasma by two in-vessel mirrors finally re-
turning to the optics table for imaging, interference and
detection. Noise is introduced into the PCI system by vi-
brations of these in-vessel and steering mirrors. Compen-
sation for these vibrations is provided by using a feedback
system comprised of two galvanometer-mounted steering
mirrors, a quadrant position detector, and control cir-
cuitry. This feedback system has a bandwidth of approx-
imately 1 kHz and maintains the focal spot position to
an accuracy of 0.01 mm RMS. The rotating mask as-
sembly, shown in Fig. 4, was designed and fabricated by
Newmark Systems of Mission Viejo, CA and is mounted

on a 2 inch inner bore high speed bearing driven by a
motor at speeds up to 3000 RPM. This results in up
to 100 scans along the chord per second and the speed
can be changed between shots from the DIII–D control
room. The thin mask slit is cut into a removable plate
which mounts to the rotation stage. This allows for slits
of differing thicknesses (currently 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 mm) that
provide flexibility in system magnification, beam size in
the plasma, and mask placement.

1”

Removable
Mask Plate

Mask Slit

2” Inner bore
bearing with

FIG. 4: (Color online), Rotating mask hardware assembly
(removed from optics table for clarity). Removable mask plate
has also been removed for clarity. The thin mask slit is cut
into a removable plate so that the system can accommodate
slits of different thickness.

The PCI uses a two lens imaging system that consists
of 1.5 inch diameter plano-convex ZnSe optics. The op-
tics must be large enough to accommodate the larger
scattering angles of high-k fluctuations. The image sys-
tem layout determines the overall magnification and thus
the effective spacing of detector elements in the plasma.
This provides the Nyquist wavenumber kmax, and is cho-
sen to select the region in wavenumber space to diagnose.
The PCI detector is a photovoltaic array of 16 HgMnTe
elements with bandwidth greater than 10 MHz. The de-
tector operates well within its saturation limits as the
central uncoated strip of the phase plate acts as a partial
reflector with a reflection coefficient of 17%. Addition-
ally, the cylindrical lenses (described in more detail in
Sec. III C) are only used for high-k measurements where
the increased system magnification results in decreased
laser intensity at the detector plane.

The current PCI chord is in the Phase I geometry as
shown in Fig. 1. However, an upgrade is planned that
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will move the chord into the Phase II geometry using
the R-2 port, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1. This
will give the PCI access to r/a ∼ 0.4 and thus the foot
of the internal transport barrier (ITB). It has been sug-
gested by recent theoretical work [21] that to observe
pure ETG modes one should look in the shear stabilized
ITG regimes, such as in ITBs where the nonlinearly up-
shifted ITG cascade modes would be stabilized by the
strong Er shear.

C. Recent Upgrades

As previously described, the PCI localization improves
with increasing wavenumber. Empirical data shows that
PCI turbulence amplitude spectra falls as 1/k. There-
fore, it is necessary that the diagnostic have adequate
signal-to-noise for the full time dependent analysis to im-
prove resolution beyond that defined by Eq. 7. Although
the PCI technique is inherently very sensitive (it is used
to measure density perturbations from RF waves on Al-
cator C–Mod [22]), electron-scale fluctuations appear to
be one to two orders of magnitude smaller in amplitude
than the ion-scale counterparts. The DIII–D PCI has
therefore received hardware upgrades over the past two
years to improve system signal-to-noise ratio. New low
noise amplifier/filter circuits were designed using mod-
ern components and fabrication techniques. These high-
pass filters eliminate large amplitude, low frequency noise
caused by mirror vibration. The PCI data transmission
system, which sends output from the system detectors
to digitizers located in the DIII-D annex, was upgraded
using fibre optic links designed by Analog Modules of
Longwood, FL. These links increase dynamic range to
55 dB over a bandwidth of 10 MHz. The system-wide
noise floor is now at the thermal limit of the HgMnTe
detectors.

To further improve system signal-to-noise ratio, cylin-
drical lenses are used in the imaging system to compress
the beam along the axis perpendicular to the detector
array, increasing signal intensity by a factor of 2 to 5
without affecting the imaging properties. This signal en-
hancing optical setup requires dual cylindrical lenses to
break the imaging into independent orthogonal systems
parallel and perpendicular to the detector array. Both
axes must have image planes coincident with the detec-
tor array. This setup can be configured with a cylindri-
cal lens focusing along each axis or with both cylindrical
lenses focusing along the same axis. By using the con-
figuration with both lenses focusing along the same axis,
the lenses may be removed without the need to re-adjust
the rest of the system optics to return to a traditional
imaging configuration.

D. Mapping

An understanding of the chord mapping is needed to
translate between scattered pitch angle and plasma loca-
tion, to calculate |dz/dα|, and to represent the PCI mea-
sured wavevector (perpendicular to the chord) in terms
of the more physically relevant (kr, kθ) components. The
mapping from PCI chord height to scattering pitch angle,
α(z), depends on the specific magnetic geometry and is
not always a monotonic function. Non-monotonic map-
pings are more pronounced as the PCI chord passes closer
to the plasma core.

Figure 5a shows PCI chord mappings for two PCI
chord locations in a lower single null L-mode plasma with
q95 = 5.5. Here, q95 is the tokamak safety factor evalu-
ated at the 95% flux surface. Currently in use is the PCI
Phase I geometry, which is restricted to the outer plasma
region while the planned Phase II geometry reaches the
plasma interior (see Fig. 5c).

0.70.4 1.00.0-0.1 0.12.52.01.51.0
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5
(a) (c)(b)

mask angle (rad)R (m)

z
(m

)

r/a

FIG. 5: (Color online), PCI chord mapping for both Phase
I (solid line) and Phase II (dashed line) geometries during
L-mode lower single null (LSN) discharge with q95 = 5.5.
(a) Flux surfaces and chord locations. (b) Mask pitch angle
as a function of chord height shows non-monotonic mapping
for Phase II geometry but monotonic mapping for Phase I
geometry. (c) Chord plasma location shows Phase I geometry
r/a > 0.7 and Phase II geometry r/a > 0.4.

From the mappings shown in Fig. 5b, it is clear that the
Phase II geometry suffers from non-monotonic mappings
near the chord edges. This feature is worse for large q95

where the poloidal field becomes relatively weak due to
peaked current profiles. However, even at q95 = 5.5, the
mapping in the inner region of the PCI chord 0.4 < r/a <
0.55 is single valued and the localization technique will be
particularly useful in isolating turbulence from the shear
regions of the ITB.

In the current Phase I geometry, the mapping is gener-
ally well behaved for the lower portion of the PCI chord
while the upper portion of the chord (z > 0.3) can be-
come difficult to resolve and even non-monotonic (see
Fig. 6a). The best localization will be achieved where
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FIG. 6: (Color online), (a) PCI chord mapping of Phase I
geometry for four different discharge geometries with increas-
ing values of q95. (b) Scaling of pitch angle full range shows
better localization for low q95.

the PCI chord is tangent to flux surfaces and thus at the
closest approach to the plasma core. As can be seen in
Fig. 6b, the ability to localize fluctuations is better for
lower q95, due to fluctuations being spread over a larger
range in scattered pitch angle in the focal plane. Here
we define ∆α as the full range of scattered pitch angle,

∆α = αmax − αmin. (10)

In the current geometry, the upper edge of the PCI
chord suffers from large chord mapping density per unit
mask pitch angle |dz/dα| for many magnetic geometries.
This feature is one reason the proper analysis based on
Eq. 9 is essential to determining the spatial variation in
the turbulence from the PCI data. Care is thus needed
when interpreting localized spectral measurements, as
will be discussed further in Sec. IV B.

E. Mask Focal Plane

Conceptually, the mask is imagined as coincident with
the surface of the phase plate. Practically, this cannot
be realized because the mask must be slightly separated
from the phase plate to allow rotation. This small off-
set would cause the mask to block all radiation because
of the narrowness of the slit and the angle of reflection
off the phase plate. However, any optical system obey-
ing geometric optics has multiple focal planes (i.e. loca-
tions where a perfectly collimated PCI laser would form a
waist). The mask is placed at one of the secondary focal
planes which is optically equivalent to placement at the
phase plate focal plane. The placement, shown in Fig. 7,
permits proper operation of the mask and also provides
an arbitrary magnification, allowing the beam focus spot
size to be optimized for a given mask slit width.

Placing the mask very close to the phase plate may be

possible on systems that use a transmissive phase plate
[23], but this is probably not practical on a tokamak PCI
due to the small range in scattered pitch angle (see Eq. 6)
and hence tight tolerances.

A similar localization technique is currently in use on
the LHD heliotron, which has a poloidal field much larger
than that in a tokamak. Rather than a mask, they use a
2-D detector to record the data and then fit the data to
estimate S(z, k) [24]. While LHD has a scattering pitch
angle full range ∆α ∼ 80◦, this adaptation can operate
in a region of smaller ∆α using asymmetric magnifica-
tion (the so-called “zoom” mode technique [24]) making
it potentially tractable for a tokamak device. However,
the spatial resolution and wavenumber resolution are di-
rectly related to the number of detector channels. For a
tokamak with much smaller ∆α (typically 12◦), the rotat-
ing mask technique has the potential to achieve greater
spatial resolution at high wavenumber with more modest
detector and digitizer requirements.
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FIG. 7: PCI optical layout showing unscattered (red) and one
k = 30 cm−1 scattered (blue) beam composed of rays along
the center-line of the beam and the 1/e electric field radii.
(a) Full PCI optical path from plasma (object) to detector
(image). (b) Imaging optics showing creation of secondary
focal plane for rotating mask placement.

IV. TESTS AND CHARACTERIZATION

A. Laboratory Tests

As described in Sec. II B, the ability to properly in-
terpret localized measurements made by a rotating mask
system requires accurate knowledge of the mask response
function M in Eq. 9. The mask response function is de-
fined as the system response to a single plane wave mode
in the plasma. This response is dependent on the focused
beam structure (e.g. presence of higher order modes), the
mask slit width, and the diffraction of both the scattered
and unscattered beams through the mask slit.
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The model used for computing M consists of the fol-
lowing assumptions: Gaussian electric field profiles in-
cident on the mask plate for both the scattered and
unscattered beams, the mask acts to zero the electric
field where the incident beam profile is blocked by the
mask plate, and that the mask plate is infinitely thin
and the unblocked portion of the beam is not affected.
With this as a starting point, the electric field profile of
the incident scattered beam can be written in the form
Es = Es(x; w0, ∆(k), α(z)) and the unscattered beam
E0 = E0(x; w0) where ∆(k), w0, and α(z) are previously
defined in Eqs. 5 and 6. We introduce the clipping func-
tion K = K(x; α′, l) where α′ is the mask plate angle
(see Fig. 3) and l is the mask slit width. The value of the
function K is unity over the region of the mask slit where
the beam is not blocked and K = 0 where the beam is
blocked by the mask plate.

Ignoring diffraction effects, the mask function is
then simply the fraction of focused beam power
passing through the rotating slit, M(α′ − α; k) =
∫

d2x E2
sK/

∫

d2x E2
s . While useful for understanding

scalings with mask slit width and wavenumber, ignoring
diffraction is insufficient to properly characterize mea-
surements of the mask response function because this
effect tends to spread out the beam at the detector plane
in the direction perpendicular to the mask slit.

To include diffraction effects, the scattered and unscat-
tered beams are propagated from the mask focal plane
to the detector plane using scalar diffraction theory [25].

We define a scalar diffraction operator D̂ as

Edet(x) = D̂(Emask(x
′)) =

k

2πi

∫

d2x′ eikR

R

(

1 +
i

kR

)

n
′ · R

R
Emask(x

′), (11)

where x
′ are coordinates in the mask focal plane, x are

coordinates in the detector plane, R = x−x
′, R = |R|, n′

points along the beam direction of propagation, and the
integral is performed over the mask focal plane. Thus the
total electric field at the detector plane is the interference
of the propagated scattered and unscattered beam elec-
tric fields EK

det = D̂(EsK)+ D̂(E0K). The resulting field
in the detector plane has a sinusoidal intensity profile
with amplitude AK . We perform the same computation
without the presence of the mask (K = 1) to obtain the

total field at the detector E1
det = D̂(Es) + D̂(E0) with

intensity amplitude A1. The mask response function is
then simply the ratio M(α′ − α; k) = AK/A1.

Measurements of the mask response were obtained by
using an ultrasonic loudspeaker provided by Ultra Sound
Advice, U.K. Originally developed for bat research, this
loudspeaker is a broadband cw ultrasound device capa-
ble of 85 dB sound pressure level (SPL) from 30 kHz
to greater than 150 kHz. Using ultrasound in air at
these frequencies allows the launching of single wavenum-

ber modes from 6 − 40 cm−1. If the 5 cm loudspeaker
membrane is placed within 3 cm of the PCI laser beam,
then the sound wavefront radius of curvature is large and
the wavefronts are sufficiently planar to use for mask
response function measurements. These data were ob-
tained over a range in wavenumbers from 6 − 27 cm−1.
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FIG. 8: (Color online), Measurements of the mask response
function using (a) 0.5 mm slit at k = 14 cm−1 and (b) 1.0 mm
slit at k = 20 cm−1 show good agreement between the scalar
diffraction model (solid line) and measurements with the cw
ultrasound loudspeaker (symbols). (a) shows that the peak
response for the 0.5 mm slit is 60% of the system response
without the mask slit.

The scalar diffraction model agrees well with measure-
ments of the mask response structure as shown in Fig. 8
where the symbols are the measured mask response func-
tion using the cw ultrasound loudspeaker and the solid
line is the calculated response using the scalar diffraction
model. While the calculated response scale is absolute,
the data is fit using an arbitrary amplitude factor to ac-
count for the variations in response of the cw loudspeaker.
The peak response of the 0.5 mm mask slit is ∼ 60% of
that of the 1.0 mm slit because the laser focal spot size
(w0) at the mask plane has a 1/e electric field radius of
0.28 mm. Thus, even when the response is maximum
(α = α′), the smaller 0.5 mm mask slit provides substan-
tial clipping and diffraction that results in a lower system
signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 9 plots the measured and modeled full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the mask response func-
tion vs. wavenumber for 3 different mask slit widths
(2.0 mm, 1.0 mm, 0.5 mm). As expected, the measured
widths for each wavenumber scale as 1/k. Solid lines are
the calculated FWHM from the scalar diffraction model.
Agreement is good with a relative error generally less
than 5%. At higher frequencies, the loudspeaker mem-
brane appears to vibrate in modes other than the fun-
damental making mask response measurements at high
k difficult. The 2.0 mm mask slit provides poor resolu-
tion due to its broad response shown by the large FWHM
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measurements. While the 0.5 mm mask slit has the nar-
rowest FWHM and therefore the best resolution, it causes
an undesirable amount of diffraction and signal-to-noise
is degraded as previously described. The 1.0 mm mask
slit is generally used as it provides a good compromise
between resolution and signal-to-noise.
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FIG. 9: (Color online), FWHM of mask response function
over PCI wavenumber range shows good agreement for all
mask slit widths. Measurements using cw ultrasound loud-
speaker shown as symbols and scalar diffraction model shown
as solid lines.

B. Plasma Tests

While calibration data can be collected under ideal
conditions, plasma turbulence measurements have the
contradictory requirements of long time averaging for im-
proved signal-to-noise and short time averaging for re-
sponsiveness to changing plasma conditions. The rotat-
ing mask analysis technique thus requires a balancing
of integration times to yield quality localized measure-
ments. The practical rate at which localized measure-
ments can be recorded is less than the hardware limita-
tion of 100 profiles/sec and is set by system noise, the
desired spatial resolution and the desired frequency res-
olution.

The analysis procedure consists of computing power
spectra every 2/δf seconds where δf is the desired fre-
quency resolution. These power spectra are then av-
eraged over multiple realizations, typically 2 < N <
16. Sampling in the mask angle domain is therefore
αi+1 − αi = 2πNF/δf where F is the mask rotation

rate in profiles/sec. This sets the grid on which Eq. 9 is
inverted, and ultimately the maximum spatial resolution
∆z = z(αi+1) − z(αi). Further averaging can be per-
formed over multiple mask profiles provided the plasma
conditions remain stationary. The parameters δf and F
are varied to optimize the analysis for each experiment
so better spatial and frequency resolution are produced
for plasmas with long steady-state periods.

Measurements during various plasma conditions have
been made with the new rotating mask system. Plasma
data have been obtained that show S/N > 1 for k .
25 cm−1 and calibrations using ultrasonic waves have
confirmed proper operation of the PCI to at least k =
37 cm−1. While system signal-to-noise is the current lim-
iting factor in spatial resolution of the localization tech-
nique, the DIII–D PCI shows unmistakable structure in
the measured spectrum as a function of mask angle. The
following data are presented to best illustrate the analysis
procedure of this localization technique.
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FIG. 10: Measured spectrum of plasma turbulence (raw data
before the inversion removes instrumental response) by the ro-
tating mask system, integrated over frequency range 150−300
kHz. Vertical blue lines represent mapping of LCFS locations
in pitch angle space. By convention, +k is defined as modes
propagating approximately radially outward (+R̂), and −k is
defined as modes propagating approximately radially inward
(−R̂). Colors in log scale.

Figure 10 plots a measured fluctuation power spectrum
(Ŝ(α′; k) as in Eq. 9) during ECH heating of an L-mode
discharge showing PCI signal integrated from 150 − 300
kHz, and S/N > 1 for k . 20 cm−1. The vertical lines
represent the edges of the plasma. Two distinct features
are immediately apparent: 1) The mask response does in-
deed get more narrow as k increases, and 2) turbulence is
highly asymmetric with respect to inward/outward prop-
agation. The measured power spectrum extends beyond
the LCFS (shown by vertical lines in Fig. 10) due to the
finite width of the mask response function. Recall that
PCI measures wavevectors perpendicular to the viewing
chord and that the PCI beam is nearly vertical (+ẑ di-
rection); by convention we define positive k as approxi-
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mately radially outward (+R̂) and negative k as radially

inward (−R̂). Inward propagating modes are particularly
strong at the bottom of the PCI chord (negative mask
angle edge). These features were verified by rotating the
mask in the opposite direction during a repeat shot, thus
instead of sweeping through the plasma from bottom to
top of the PCI chord, the localized volume sweeps from
top to bottom; the measured fluctuation power as a func-
tion of time reversed as expected.

The DIII–D PCI has previously measured turbulence
amplitude spectra to scale as 1/k. Since the localiza-
tion becomes better at high k, analysis of the rotat-
ing mask data is limited by low signal-to-noise at high
k. Currently, analysis is being performed by choosing a
parametrized trial function for S(z; k) and varying the

parameters to minimize the error between Ŝ(α′; k) calcu-
lated from the trial function (via Eq. 9) and the observed

Ŝ(α′; k). This process is necessary because the inversion
of Eq. 9 is ill-conditioned; the spectral structure of M
will lead to erroneous noise amplification even under a
Weiner LTI filtering approach [26]. The trial function
S(z; k) used in the initial analysis is chosen to be a sum of
N Gaussians uniformly spaced in α (i.e. αi = αmin + iδα
where δα = αmax−αmin

N−1
and i = 0...N − 1). The gaussian

widths scale to be smaller as more gaussians are intro-
duced (by increasing N), allowing the widths to scale
proportional to the width of the mask response func-
tion M(α′ − α; k). The gaussians located at i = 0 and
i = N −1 are “clipped” such that no fluctuation power is
allow beyond the mapping extrema αmin and αmax. Each
gaussian’s amplitude βi is a parameter used in the fitting
process. Therefore, the parameterized trial function can
be written

S(z; k) =

N−1
∑

i=0

βie
−

“

α(z)−αi
δα/2

”2

(12)

valid from αmin ≤ α(z) ≤ αmax and S(z; k) = 0 every-
where else. This trial function is continuous over the
valid domain in α-space and has structure characteristic
of the width of the mask response function. Figure 11
shows that Ŝ(α′; k) reconstructed from the trial function

accurately reproduces the observed Ŝ(α′; k).

Examples of the turbulence power spectrum S(z; k)
calculated using this technique are shown in Fig. 12. It is
clear that the peaking of power spectra at the mapping
extrema (αmin, αmax) is not solely due to peaking in the
chord mapping density, |dz/dα|. Figure 12 shows PCI
turbulence power for k = ±9.6 cm−1 with and without
ECH heating from the same discharge as Fig. 10. In both
heating regimes, turbulence peaks at the plasma chord
edges. ECH heating increases the outward propagating
modes at both edges while marginally altering the inward
propagating turbulence modes.
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FIG. 11: (Color online), Observed Ŝ(α′; k) (dashed line with
symbols) is a single slice of Fig. 10 at k = −13.5 cm−1 (raw

data before inversion analysis). The reconstructed Ŝ(α′; k)
(solid line) is the best fit of the prototyped S(z; k) convolved
with the mask response function.

V. SUMMARY

Modifications to the DIII–D Phase Contrast Imaging
diagnostic have been designed and implemented to make
the first spatially localized PCI measurements of a toka-
mak plasma. The difficulties in applying this technique
to the small Bθ/Bφ plasmas in a tokamak required a
novel version of the pitch angle masking technique. Cal-
ibrations show operation of the system to be very close
to the theoretical expectations.

Spatial localization is improved at higher wavenum-
bers, and this is part of a general program to operate the
DIII–D PCI diagnostic with the goal of measuring plasma
fluctuations with wavenumbers up to 40 cm−1. Initial
results show that the PCI can provide localized measure-
ments with S/N > 1 for k . 25 cm−1; the example shown
provides an instance of turbulence near 10 cm−1 peaking
at the plasma edge.

Calibrations using ultrasonic waves in air confirm that
this new capability provides measurements in the range
2 < k < 30 cm−1, 10 kHz < f < 10 MHz, and analysis of
magnetic field mappings generally result in a radial range
of 0.7 < r/a < 1. Localized PCI measurements will be a
valuable tool for measuring short wavelength turbulence
in order to understand electron scale heat transport as
well as testing the validity of various theoretical models
of turbulent transport.

The implementation of PCI as a turbulence diagnostic
is comparatively simple. The requirements for in-vessel
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FIG. 12: (Color online), Turbulence spectra S(z; k) calculated
for k = −9.6 cm−1 (dashed line) and k = +9.6 cm−1 (solid
line) during (a) ECH heating and (b) Ohmic heating of a L-
mode discharge. Turbulence is dominated by the plasma edge
and increases in the outward propagating direction during the
application of ECH heating. (c) Plasma radial location of PCI
chord during both heating regimes.

equipment are minimal, it operates over a wide range
of plasma parameters, it provides continuous measure-
ments over a range of wavenumbers, and the diagnostic
is completely non-perturbative. These factors make PCI
ideal for measuring turbulence in future reactor-relevant
machines.
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